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We introduce a method to dispersively detect alkali atoms in radio-frequency dressed states. In
particular, we use dressed detection to measure populations and population differences of atoms
prepared in their clock states. Linear birefringence of the atomic medium enables atom number
detection via polarization homodyning, a form of common path interferometry. In order to achieve
low technical noise levels, we perform optical sideband detection after adiabatic transformation of
bare states into dressed states. The balanced homodyne signal then oscillates independently of
field fluctuations at twice the dressing frequency, thus allowing for robust, phase-locked detection
that circumvents low-frequency noise. Using probe pulses of two optical frequencies, we can detect
both clock states simultaneously and obtain population difference as well as the total atom number.
The scheme also allows for difference measurements by direct subtraction of the homodyne signals
at the balanced detector, which should technically enable quantum noise limited measurements
with prospects for the preparation of spin squeezed states. The method extends to other Zeeman
sublevels and can be employed in a range of atomic clock schemes, atom interferometers, and other
experiments using dressed atoms.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (RF) dressing of atoms in magnetic
traps provides robust and very versatile control of the external degrees of freedom. This technique is used in a variety of cold-atom experiments, see [1] for a recent review.
The dependence of the trapping potential on magnetic
field amplitudes in the RF regime renders dressed traps
robust against some low-frequency, environmental field
noise. The first atom-chip based beam splitter for matter
waves was demonstrated with this method [2]. Versatility
comes from the dependence of the trapping potential on
the polarization of the RF field relative to the local static
field; this provides greater design freedom compared to
quasi-static magnetic traps. Experiments and proposals for interesting trap geometries include lattices [3, 4],
rings [5–8], and hollow traps shaped as spheres [9], cylinders [10], and tori [5]. Species- and state-dependent control becomes possible in some scenarios [8, 11], because
the trap defining RF polarization component depends on
the atomic g-factor. Such control provides prospects for
quantum simulations of many-body physics as well atom
interferometers without any free propagation [12].
In this paper, we present a method for dispersive detection of atoms that benefits directly from the intrinsic modulation of the atomic signal via phase-locked
spin precession. Dispersive light-matter interaction at
a very low technical noise level resulting from operation
at radio-frequencies is a prerequisite for quantum-nondemolition (QND) measurements in a range of vapour
cell experiments with very large atom numbers (n ≈ 1012 )
and consequently low relative quantum noise, including
spin-squeezing [13], deterministic quantum memory [14],
and teleportation [15]. Such QND measurements also
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play a role in atom interferometry where it is desirable
to lower the quantum projection noise [16] inherent to
any atomic magnetometer [17], clock [18], or interferometer [19] by using spin-squeezed states [20, 21] or other
non-classical states [22] as inputs. Destructive detection
methods, e.g., based on fluorescence imaging, are routinely used to achieve atomic shot noise limited detection
for small [23] to large ensembles [24]. They are, however,
not capable of generating spin squeezing needed to lower
the projection noise. In contrast, dispersive measurements based upon off-resonant atom-light interactions
enabled experimental demonstration of 18-20 dB spinsqueezing [25, 26]. These experiments used high-finesse
optical cavities to achieve strong atom-light interaction
with low atom numbers, and require significant technical
effort to stabilize to sufficient robustness. In particular, measurements on standard atomic clock states, i.e.
magnetic field insensitive states with magnetic quantum
number m = 0, do not seem compatible with the relatively
simple low-noise techniques used with vapour cells that
are based on the Faraday effect and polarimetric common
path interferometry with RF sideband detection. Here,
we demonstrate that another type of birefringence, the
Voigt effect [27], can in principle be used to detect these
states by similar means. We perform two-state detection to observe Rabi cycles with low technical noise and
discuss prospects for achieving quantum limited performance.
More generally, the method presented here gives stateselective detection and provides additional experimental
capabilities. E.g., the signal depends on the position of
atoms through the resonance condition for the dressing
frequency. In a system with multiple RF fields [3, 28, 29]
the signal gives information about the spatial distribution of the atoms [30]. Methods based on either the
Voigt or Faraday effect can be readily implemented in
dressed atom experiments to provide low-noise detection
with little additional overhead.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
describe dispersive interaction in the context of radiofrequency dressing. this treatment predicts detected signals at harmonics of the dressing frequency. Section III
reports experimental results using our method and discusses the observed noise behaviour as well as future extensions. Section IV presents our conclusions. Details on
dispersive interaction and quantum mechanical interaction strengths are given in appendices A and B.
II. RADIO-FREQUENCY DRESSED,
DISPERSIVE LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION
A.

Circular and linear birefringence

In this section, we review the dispersive atom-light interaction arising from off-resonant laser light propagating
through an atomic medium. In particular, we consider
linear birefringence of an ensemble that has been prepared in a certain Zeeman sublevel, e.g., in an atomic
clock state.
The basic principle can be understood by considering
the simplifed example in Fig. 1 for an atom with total
spin F = 1 and an optical transition to an excited state
with F ′ = 1. Off-resonant light fields experience little absorption but acquire a phase-shift proportional to transition strength and atom number. If atoms are prepared in
a single Zeeman sublevel, the interactions with π- and σpolarized fields will differ, described by different ClebschGordan coefficients. For the depicted case of the quantization axis chosen along ey and atoms prepared in state
∣F = 1, Fy = 0⟩, the interaction with π-polarized light, i.e.,
linearly polarized along the y-axis, completely vanishes
because of selection rules considering only coupling to
excited states with F ′ = 1. Any orthogonal polarization,
however, experiences a phase shift. Light propagating
along ez , polarized at 45° with respect to the x, y-axes
becomes elliptically polarized, and this provides a means
to measure atom number.
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FIG. 1. Linear birefringence. An example level scheme for
an F = 1 → F ′ = 1 transition is shown on the left. Only
σ-transitions are allowed for atoms in ∣1, 0⟩, and corresponding polarization components of near-resonant light will acquire a phase shift proportional to atom number. An initial
45°-polarization as shown on the right will become elliptical,
measured by Stokes operator Ŝz′ at the output.

For a more comprehensive description of the interaction, the atomic multi-level character and arbitrary
light polarization must be included. As detailed in Appendix A, these can be captured by a frequency dependent polarizability tensor α that describes the medium,
and Stokes operators that describe the photon flux.
The dispersive interaction can be decomposed into spin
dependent, irreducible tensor components of different
rank k = 0, 1, 2. The components are associated with cor(k)
responding polarizability contributions αF , which depend on the total spin quantum number F of the atomic
ground state hyperfine level. The 87 Rb atoms used in
this work have nuclear spin I = 3/2, and consequently,
ground state levels with F = 1, 2. For atoms driven near
the D1 lines (J = J ′ = 1/2) the contributions, see general
expressions in Eqs. A5 and A6, are explicitly given by
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with the far-detuned, scalar polarizability coefficient
αJ ′ = ǫ0 λ3J ′ ΓJ ′ /8π 2 , which depends on the D1-line parameters ΓJ ′ = 2π × 5.75 MHz and λJ ′ = 795 nm. We
defined detunings ∆F,F ′ = ωL − ωF,F ′ of the light field
with respect to the optical F → F ′ transition frequencies. The ground- and excited state hyperfine splittings
are ∆2,F ′ − ∆1,F ′ ≈ 2π × 6835 MHz and ∆F,2 − ∆F,1 ≈
2π × 817 MHz. This large difference relative to the small
probe detuning used in our experiments, justifies treating the two F = 1, 2 sub-ensembles independently. The
frequency dependence of the polarizability contributions
and expected spontaneous decay coefficients, together
with experimental data, are shown in Fig. 2.
The scalar polarizabilities (k = 0) do not affect the
polarization of a light beam. The higher order terms
are linked to spin-dependent circular (k = 1) and linear
(k = 2) birefringence, named Faraday and Voigt effect,
respectively. We assume a quasi one-dimensional scenario with cross section A, and describe a coherent laser
beam, polarized at 45°, by photon flux Sy . Stokes operators Ŝx,z ≈ 0 quantify quantum mechanical uncertainty of
the input beam’s polarization, see Eq. A2 for definitions.
For small optical phase shifts (≪ 1 rad), neglecting light
retardation and back action onto the traversed atomic
ensemble, the polarization rotation and ellipticity of the
output beam are measured by the operators
Ŝx′ = Ŝx − gF Sy ∑ F̂z,i
(1)

(2)

i

2
2
),
Ŝz′ = Ŝz + gF Sy ∑ (F̂x,i
− F̂y,i
(2)

(3)

i

which sum individual atomic spin operators, with cou(k)
(k)
̵ k ), see A16.
pling constants gF = αF ωL /(Aǫ0 ch
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In this section, we outline the principle of adiabatic
RF dressing and discuss its effect on the measurements
of atomic observables.
The magnetic fields that we use in our experiments are
generally weak enough to neglect second order Zeeman
splitting within each hyperfine manifold. In this case,
RF dressing can simply be described as a rotation of an
effective magnetic field Beff that combines the effects of
real fields and fictitious forces in a rotating frame. For
slow enough rotation of this effective field with respect
to the rotating frame, the atomic spin will adiabatically
follow and precess about the direction of the effective
field with constant spin projection along that direction.
To first order, the time-dependent interaction Hamiltonian of an atom with spin F of constant magnitude in
a magnetic field with static and oscillatory components
is given by
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FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of spontaneous emission and
atomic polarizability. a) Experimental decay rates γexp (circles) for both clock states using light polarized at 45° with respect to the quantization axis. The expected behaviour (solid
lines) for atoms in F = 1 (blue group, right) and F = 2 (red
group, left) is based on measured light powers and beam sizes
with 30% correction to one of the probe lasers, possibly due
to slight misalignment. b) The k-rank tensor contributions to
the off-resonant D1 line polarizability (dashed, dash-dotted,
solid lines for k = 0, 1, 2). A single fit parameter was used to
scale the measured linear birefringence (circles) to match the
expected behaviour of the k = 2-terms. c) Theoretical, offresonant approximation and experimental data for the figure
(2)
of merit χ = (αF /αJ ′ )2 ⋅ I0 /γ, i.e., the ratio of squared polarizability to decay coefficient (per beam intensity I0 = P /A),
which determines the maximally achievable, signal-to-noisepower-ratio for fixed on-resonant optical density, see Eq. B13.

For known spin states, both signals can in principle
be used to measure atom numbers. If all nF atoms in
the F -manifold are in the same state, we can express the
expectation values by individual atomic operators as
⟨Ŝx′ ⟩ = −gF(1) Sy nF ⟨F̂z ⟩ ,
⟨Ŝz′ ⟩

=

(2)
g F Sy n F

⟨F̂x2

− F̂y2 ⟩ .

Adiabatic radio-frequency dressing

(4)

Ĥ =

(6)

where µB is the Bohr magneton and gF is the Landé factor. The oscillating part can best be expressed in terms
of spherical polarization components. Choosing BDC√=
BDC ez and using the spherical basis e± = (ex ± iey )/ 2
and eπ = ez , we can write
BRF (ωt) = Re [(B+ e+ + B− e− + Bπ eπ )e−iωt ] .

(7)

Using corresponding spin components with the conventional normalization of raising and lowering operators
F̂± = F̂x ± F̂y , the Hamiltonian is expressed as
Ĥ =

B+
B−
µB g F
−iωt
̵ [( √2 F̂+ + √2 F̂− + Bπ F̂z ) e
2h
+BDC F̂z ] + h.c.

(8)

We transform to a frame rotating about the z-axis at
frequency ω with a given phase ϕ, such that Ĥrot =
̵ ∂ Û Û −1 , using the unitary transformation
Û Ĥ Û −1 + ih
∂t
Û± (t) = ei(±ωt+ϕ)F̂z /h ,
̵

(5)

For standard clock states, which have one zero spin
component (m = 0), the population cannot be detected
by measuring Faraday rotation due to lack of any orientation, i.e., ⟨F̂⟩ = 0. But for atoms in an eigenstate of the F̂y -operator, linear birefringence is pro̵ 2 . The
portional to ξF (Fy ) = ⟨F, Fy ∣ F̂x2 − F̂y2 ∣F, Fy ⟩ /h
moment ξF (m) = (F (F + 1) − 3m2 )/2 is extremal for
m = ±F as well as for m = 0 (bosons) or m =
±1/2 (fermions). Intermediate Zeeman substates exhibit smaller linear birefringence, which becomes exactly zero only in rare cases including ∣0, 0⟩ , ∣1/2, ±1/2⟩,
∣3, ±2⟩ , ∣25/2, ±15/2⟩ , ∣48, ±28⟩ , ∣361/2, ±209/2⟩ etc.

µB g F
̵ F̂ ⋅ (BRF (ωt) + BDC ) ,
h

(9)

where the sign of frequency is chosen equal to the sign
of the Landé factor gF , which determines the sense of
rotation that is required to dress atoms resonantly. Using
the identity eαF̂z F̂± e−αF̂z = e±α F̂± , the rotating frame
Hamiltonian becomes
±
Ĥrot
=

µB gF B∓ e∓iϕ
−2iωt
+ Bπ F̂z e−iωt
̵ [ √2 F̂∓ e
2h
+

(10)

B± e±iϕ
√ F̂± + (BDC − Bres ) F̂z ] + h.c.,
2

where we introduced the positive, resonant field Bres =
̵
±hω/µ
B gF .
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If the RF field is polarized purely in the e± direction
that corresponds to the Larmor precession, i.e., B∓ =
Bπ = 0, atoms will exhibit the same behavior as in an
apparently static, effective field
1
B±eff = (B± e±iϕ e± + c.c.) + (BDC − Bres )ez ,
2

In particular, an atomic spin will adiabatically follow
the effective field’s orientation provided that any reorientation with Ḃeff,⊥ = Ω × Beff occurs at a rate that is
much slower than the effective Larmor frequency, i.e., for
̵ When other RF-polarization com∣Ω∣ ≪ µB gF ∣Beff ∣/h.
ponents are present, the rotating wave approximation
can be used, thus neglecting the fast oscillating terms
̵ [31]. The resultof Ĥrot as long as ω ≫ µB gF ∣Beff ∣/h
ing behaviour remains the same apart from second order
energy shifts [32].
We now consider the specific transformation of atomic
spin operators when an eigenstate of F̂z , initially prepared in a static field along the z-direction, is dressed by
adiabatically changing the components of the effective
field. For the purpose of this paper, we assume an RF
field that is linearly polarized in the x, y-plane, described
by
BRF (ωt) = BRF cos ωt ⋅ (ex cos ϕ + ey sin ϕ) ,
(13)
√
for which case B± = BRF e∓iϕ / 2 and Bπ = 0. The phase
ϕ describes the direction of field oscillation and determined our above choice of phase for the rotating frame.
Consequently, we find for either effective field
BRF
ex + (BDC − Bres )ez .
2

(14)

The initial state ∣F, Fz ⟩ is an eigenstate of Û± (t) and appears identical in both laboratory and rotating frame.
For BRF = 0 it is an eigenstate of either frame’s Hamiltonian and differs only in its evolution of dynamical phase
or its quasi-energy, which we can ignore for our purposes.
Upon changing the effective field, we obtain the adiabatic
state by applying the corresponding rotation about the
(rotating) y-axis according to

by an angle

∣Ψrot ⟩ = eiθF̂y ∣F, Fz ⟩ ,
θ=

π
BDC − Bres
− tan−1
.
2
BRF /2

R̂± (t) = e−iθF̂y Û± (t).

(18)
(19)

The result is a time-dependent geometrical rotation of
coordinates given by the explicit transformation
F̂′ (t) = R̂± (t)F̂R̂±−1 (t) = R± (t)F̂

(20)

⎛ cos θ cos φ± (t) − sin φ± (t) − sin θ cos φ± (t) ⎞
= ⎜ cos θ sin φ± (t) cos φ± (t) − sin θ sin φ± (t) ⎟ F̂,
⎝
⎠
sin θ
0
cos θ

where we defined R± (t) = Rz (φ± (t))Ry (−θ) as a combination of rotations about coordinate axes according to
Rk v = ek (ek ⋅ v)(1 − cos α) + v cos α + ek × v sin α (Rodrigues’ rotation formula) and the time dependent angle
φ± (t) = ±ωt + ϕ.
C.

Linear birefringence of dressed eigenstates

To consider different experimental geometries, in particular for light propagation parallel or orthogonal to the
static field, we use rotated light coordinates, expressed
by a general rotation matrix M, such that (x′ , y ′ , z ′ )T =
M(x, y, z)T . Using Eq. 3, linear birefringence of eigenstates of the dressed Hamiltonian is then measured by
nF

2
2
(2)
Ŝz′ (t) = Ŝz′ (t) + gF Sy ∑ [Fˆ′ y′ ,i (t) − Fˆ′ x′ ,i (t)]
i=1
nF

= Ŝz′ (t) + gF Sy ∑ F̂Ti Q± F̂i ,
(2)

(21)

i=1

introducing the quadratic form

⎛ −1 0 0 ⎞
Q± = RT± (t)MT ⎜ 0 1 0 ⎟ MR± (t).
⎝ 0 0 0⎠

(22)

Since the matrix Q± is symmetric and the expectation
values of mixed anti-commutators vanish for the original
state ⟨F, Fz ∣ {F̂j , F̂k } ∣F, Fz ⟩j≠k = 0, the expression for the
expected signal from an ensemble of identically prepared
atoms reduces to the trace
2
⟨Ŝz′ (t)⟩ = gF(2) Sy nF ∑ ⟨F, Fz ∣ Qj,j
± F̂j ∣F, Fz ⟩ ,
3

(23)

j=1

(15)

(16)

The same state in the laboratory frame is then given by
∣Ψ(t)⟩ = Û±−1 (t) ∣Ψrot ⟩ .

⟨Ψ(t)∣ Ô ∣Ψ(t)⟩ = ⟨F, Fz ∣ R̂± Ô R̂±−1 ∣F, Fz ⟩ ,

(11)

described by the corresponding effective, rotating frame
Hamiltonian
µB g F
±
Ĥeff
= ̵ F̂ ⋅ B±eff .
(12)
h

B±eff =

Finally, we can express any laboratory frame atomic observable Ô using

(17)

which can be expressed in terms of spectral RF components as
⟨Ŝ ′ z (t)⟩ = gF Sy nF
(2)

̵2 2
ξF (Fz )h
inωt
+ c.c. (24)
∑ hn (θ)e
2
n=0

We can restrict the description of light geometry to
two degrees of freedom, because rotations about the laboratory fixed z-axis are equivalent to a rotated RF field,
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FIG. 3. Principal behaviour of zeroth (dashed red, n = 0),
first (dash-dotted green, n = 1) and second (solid blue, n =
2) harmonic signal components across RF resonance
√ for the
orthogonal case (β = π/2) plotted as h′n = (±i)n 2hn with
ϕ = 0, α = π/4.

already described by ϕ. We choose sequential rotations
M = Rx (α)Ry (β) = Ry′ (β)Rx (α) leading to the result
(h0 , h1 , h2 ) (θ) =
T

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

2
1+3 cos 2θ cos β (3−cos 2β) cos 2α
( 2 −
)
4
4
cos α sin 2β (3−cos 2β) sin 2α
sin 2θ (
∓i
) e±iϕ
2
4
2
(3−cos 2β) cos α+2 cos 2β sin α sin 2β
− sin2 θ (
∓i
) e±2iϕ
4
2

(25)

⎞
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎠

For the parallel setting α = β = 0, the chosen coordinate
systems for atomic and light variables coincide. In this
case, the spectral components reduce to
⎛ h0 ⎞
⎛0
⎞
⎜ h1 ⎟ (θ) = ⎜ 0
⎟.
⎝ h2 ⎠
⎝ −e±2iϕ sin2 θ ⎠
∥

(26)

A setting with light propagation orthogonal to the
static field is described by β = π/2. In this case, α describes a rotation of beam polarization, with α = 0 for
unchanged polarization, i.e., at 45○ with respect to the
static field. The amplitudes of the spectral components
are then given by
1
⎛ h0 ⎞
⎛ − 4 (1 + 3 cos 2θ) cos 2α ⎞
⎟.
⎜ h1 ⎟ (θ) = ⎜ ∓ie±iϕ sin 2θ sin 2α
⎝ h2 ⎠
⎝ − 1 e±2iϕ sin2 θ cos 2α ⎠
⊥
2

(27)

The principal behaviour of these functions across RF resonance is shown in Fig. 3.
The results show that due to the axial symmetries of
both the setup and the initial state, a parallel measurement only produces signals at the second harmonic, i.e.,
at frequency 2ω. This setting also leads to the maximum possible signal oscillation with full swing between
(2)
̵ 2 when the RF resonance con±Smax = ±gF Sy nF ξF (m)h
dition θ = 0 is met. The orthogonal setting with α = 0
contains a DC part that is reminiscent of undressed detection with off-resonant amplitude Smax and leads to
a weaker signal at 2ω on resonance with an amplitude
swing between 0 and −Smax . In both cases, a signal at
frequency ω arises only due to misalignment or rotated
light polarization, with a zero crossing at resonance.

For detection of atomic population, the variations in
signal strength will become important. Both, changes
in magnitude of the static field BDC , which shifts the
resonance condition, as well as field rotations or equivalent beam misalignment affect the resonant 2ω-signal
only to second order. Since the RF amplitude has no
effect, it is advantageous to use higher RF amplitudes to
broaden the resonance. The signal becomes less sensitive to fluctuations of external magnetic fields reducing
the requirements for magnetic field shielding. A limit to
this strategy will be imposed by effects from second order
Zeeman splitting, which we do not analyze here.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL REALISATION
A.

State preparation

We apply our detection method to an ensemble of approximately 108 87 Rb atoms, which we prepare in superpositions of the two clock states ∣F = 1, mF = 0⟩ and
∣F = 2, mF = 0⟩ by driving the clock transition with a resonant microwave pulse of variable duration.
A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 4 a). In order to start from a pure state, we use an
optical pumping and cleaning sequence to initially prepare atoms in ∣F = 1, mF = 0⟩. After releasing a cloud of
atoms from a standard, transiently compressed magnetooptical trap [33], we perform optical molasses cooling
while we ramp up a weak magnetic field in the y-direction

a)

b)
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AC line signal
RF cycle clock

Operation

TMW
MOT CMOT

prepare
state∣1, 0⟩

drive

adiabatic
transfer

F =2
F =1
detection detection

Static field
MW
RF

FIG. 4. Experimental setup. a) A laser cooled rubidium sample is prepared in a superposition of two clock states by πpolarized optical pumping and microwave driving in a static
field along y. After adiabatic dressing with a magnetic RF
field along x and optional rotation of the static field into the
z-direction, linear birefringence of the sample is probed polarimetrically by two consecutive laser pulses propagating along
z. b) Main timing elements of the experimental procedure.

B.

Dressed state detection

Figure 4 b) shows the experimental sequence for state
preparation, dressing and state detection. While the purified ensemble is in free fall, we apply a resonant microwave pulse for a variable duration TMW to drive highcontrast Rabi cycles and prepare superpositions of the
two clock states. Atoms are then adiabatically dressed
with a magnetic RF field in the x-direction with frequency ω = 2π × 180 kHz, generated by an external resonant coil. The RF field amplitude is ramped up to
≈ 15 mG over 4 ms while the static magnetic field is
ramped down to a magnitude of BDC ≈ 260 mG, which
tunes the atomic Larmor frequency near resonance. For
most experiments, the static field is simultaneously rotated from the y-direction into the z-direction. This procedure maintains the magnitude of the total collective
spin as well as its alignment with the effective field such
that the initial atomic spin projection Fy = 0 then rotates within the x, y-plane. While the total populations
within each F -manifold remain unchanged, the atomic
state then obeys Fx cos(ωt) ± Fy sin(ωt) = 0, where the
sign of rotation depends on the state-dependent Landé
factor gF .
We use two-color detection to distinguish populations
in the two hyperfine manifolds. The two D1 -line optical frequencies are detuned by −400 MHz from the
F = 2 → F ′ = 2 transition and by +240 MHz from the
F = 1 → F ′ = 1 transition, respectively, avoiding twophoton resonance. Due to their separation of ≈ 6.7 GHz,
the interaction of each field with the atomic cloud is
dominated by population in one of the two hyperfine
states. The beams have perpendicular, linear polarizations and are combined with a Wollaston prism to co-
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to ≈ 0.3 G. We then replace the standard F = 1 → F ′ = 2
repumping beam by a pair of counterpropagating, πpolarized beams tuned near the F = 1 → F ′ = 1 transition
on the D1 line for optical pumping. We use an intensity
of 80 µWcm−1 and a red detuning of −30 MHz to reduce
re-absorption of scattered photons. This method continues to provide cooling and avoids directional forces while
atoms accumulate in the now dark ∣1, 0⟩ state. After a period of 6 ms and sequential switch-off of first pump then
cooling beams, we achieve (70 ± 5)% population in ∣1, 0⟩
with a final temperature of (80 ± 10) µK and the remaining atoms populating the ∣1, ±1⟩ states. Purification of
the state is achieved by coherent transfer of atoms from
∣1, 0⟩ to ∣2, 0⟩ using a resonant microwave π-pulse emitted from a sawed-off waveguide and a raised magnetic
field of ≈ 0.5 G, followed by a short pulse from the original repumping beam and a second microwave π-pulse,
converting ∣2, 0⟩ back to ∣1, 0⟩. Incoherently transferred
atoms then populate only F = 2 levels. We push these
away from the cloud by shining a single resonant beam
on the cycling F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition on the D2 -line,
leaving only the purified ∣F = 1, mF = 0⟩ state.

SU U × 1 kHz (dBm)

6

7

time t (ms)

FIG. 5. Typical experimental signals. a) Single-sided, power
spectral density of the amplified, high-pass filtered signal.
Atomic signals arise at ω and 2ω. b) Direct signal for F = 2,
recorded during a sweep of static field strength across the
RF resonance in the orthogonal setting. Atoms are removed
before a second probe pulse is used to determine the signal
offset from imperfect detector balance (dashed line). The signal matches the theoretical response but shows probe induced
decay. c) Amplified signal for two-color measurement of both
state populations in the parallel setting. Envelopes of the
used temporal mode functions ũ1,2 (t) are shown in red (first
pulse, F = 2) and blue (second pulse, F = 1).

propagate through the atomic ensemble. A half-wave
plate allows us to co-rotate the planes of polarization
with respect to the coordinate axes, typically adjusted
to ±45° orientation. To observe the adiabatic dressing
process, the detection beams can be active during the
magnetic field ramps. For state detection, we let the
magnetic field amplitudes reach constant values before
the two lasers are pulsed either consecutively or, in some
circumstances, simultaneously as detailed below. Upon
interaction with the atoms, the beams become elliptically polarized, where the ellipticity or phase shift between π- and σ-polarized components is proportional to
the atomic density in the respective states. The phase
shift is measured polarimetrically with a circular analyzer comprising a quarter-wave plate, a Wollaston prism,
a balanced photodetector pair (Thorlabs PDB210A) and
an optional high-pass filtering RF amplifier (Minicircuits
Model ZFL-1000+). The quarter-wave plate is aligned
such that the differential photo current measures the difference between right- and left-hand circularly polarized
components. The output voltage U is proportional to the
observed ellipticity, i.e., U (t) = gel Sz (t) with electronic
gain gel . Figure 5 shows examples of typical raw detec-
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√
⎧
−γt
⎪
⎪ 1−e2γ
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ T
−2γT e
ũ(t) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
otherwise,
⎩0,

(28)

with experimentally determined, probe power dependent
decay rates γ. For higher probe powers, we use shaped
pulses to avoid light-shift induced excitation of Larmor
precession about the effective field, which may occur at
Rabi frequency ΩRF corresponding to the RF field amplitude. For shaped pulses, we use heuristically adapted
mode-functions (see shaped pulses in Fig. 11). Our frequencies and mode functions allow for slowly varying envelope approximations with negligible spectral overlap of
signals from different harmonics.
The mode amplitudes are referenced to the input light
according to m′1,2 = m1,2 /P1,2 , where P1,2 are the simultaneously measured, pulse-averaged probe powers, proportional to Sy . This is used to correct for small light
power fluctuations, neglecting power-dependent changes
in the decay rates. We extract real signals by correcting each mode amplitude for an experimentally determined constant phase ϕ1,2 , which includes effects from
the geometry and choice of polarization, see Eq. 26 and
27, as well as phases introduced by the detection electronics. State populations n1,2 are estimated from the
(exp)
mode amplitudes, assuming m′1,2 = g1,2 n1,2 , where the
(exp)

experimentally determined signal gains g1,2 are calibrated against atom number estimates from absorption
imaging data and account for the combined factors of interaction coefficients, detuning from resonance, photon
energy, and electronic gain. Finally, values for individual
measurements of the normalized Bloch-vector component
are obtained as σz = (n2 − n1 )/(n2 + n1 ).
Figure 6 a) shows measured mode amplitudes for a
scan across RF resonance in the parallel setting and approximately equal populations in the two clock states.
The fit of model functions according to the h2 -component
of Eq. 27 allows us to extract position and width of the
resonances, which we use to calibrate the strength of

a)
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3
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0.005

1

0

0

4×10−4

h(∆σ z )2 i

b)

5

0.02

signal ratio

m′1,2 (Vs1/2 /mW)

tor signals together with a signal spectrum, which shows
that signals arise at 180 kHz and 360 kHz above a noise
floor that is limited by photon shot noise at frequencies
above ≈ 150 kHz. At lower frequencies, the spectrum is
dominated by (ac-filtered) square-pulse transients from
imperfectly balanced detector signals. As expected, the
main contribution to the RF signal is found at frequency
2ω. We also detect signals at frequency ω in case of geometric misalignment.
The raw signals are processed via digital lock-in detection. As can be seen in Fig. 5 c), the atomic signals decay due to spontaneous emission induced by the
probe beams. We obtain signal values proportional to
state populations by extracting spectral mode amplitudes m1,2 = ∫ u∗1,2 (t)U (t)dt from the RF signal U (t)
with L2 -normalized temporal mode functions u1,2 (t) =
ũ(t)e2i(ωt±ϕ) . In the case of square laser pulses of duration T , their envelopes take the form
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FIG. 6. Scan across RF resonance. a) Experimental mode
amplitudes (small circles) at 2ω arising from an equal superposition of the two clock states together with fitted h2 functions (solid lines, left axis) and their ratio (dashed line, right
axis) are shown as a function of static field strength in the
parallel setting. The stronger signal (upper red curve) arises
from atoms in F = 2 due to larger ξF (0). b) Measured variance ⟨(∆σz )2 ⟩ as a function of static field amplitude. The
noise is reduced (red cicrcles) by synchronizing with an AC
mains signal compared to asynchronous measurements (blue
crosses). Deliberately introduced static field noise (black diamonds) leads to peaked behaviour following the derivative of
signal ratio.

the applied static field as well as the RF field amplitudes. In this case, the amplitudes were measured to be
∣B+ ∣ = (15 ± 1 mG) and ∣B− ∣ = (14 ± 1 mG). We attribute
the small amplitude difference to stray RF fields from
induced eddy currents that make the field polarization
slightly elliptic at the location of the atomic ensemble.
In order to measure atomic populations with high
signal-to-noise ratio it is desirable to measure the corresponding mode amplitudes at 2ω in the parallel setting
exactly on RF resonance. Here, the signals are maximal and exhibit only a second order dependence on the
static magnetic field, which should reduce noise from external field fluctuations. However, it is important to note
that even in the regime of vanishing second order Zeeman splitting at low magnetic fields, the hyperfine structure leads to a first order difference of Larmor frequency
between the two hyperfine manifolds. The two corresponding g-factors differ in magnitude by ∆∣gF ∣ = −2gI ,
where gI is the (negative) nuclear g-factor. For 87 Rb
this corresponds to a field dependent frequency difference of −2gI µB /h = 2.78565 kHz/G [34]. This affects
the suppression of common mode noise when ⟨σ̂z ⟩ is estimated from the two signals measured at the same static
field. Common mode noise includes total atom number
fluctuations as well as signal strength variations. While
the suppression of noise due to external field fluctuations
improves with resonance width, it is highest when the
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FIG. 7. Experimental detection of Rabi cycles. a) The populations of both clock states ∣1, 0⟩ (blue crosses) and ∣2, 0⟩ (red
circles) are measured as a function of microwave pulse duration. b) Normalized population difference (circles) together
with model function (solid line). c) The residuals indicate an
oscillating noise amplitude. Each data point corresponds to
a single experimental cycle.

ratio of the two signal strengths as a function of external field is extremal or, equivalently, when the ratio of
signal strength to signal slope is identical for the two
states. The static field that meets this condition depends
on frequency shift and widths of both resonances.
√ For
equal resonance width, i.e., ∣B+ ∣ = ∣B− ∣ = ∣BRF ∣/ 2 and
̵
resonant field difference ∆B = −hω/2g
I µB , the optimal
static
field
is
found
shifted
from
the
resonance
mean by
√
± 21 ∣BRF ∣2 + (∆B)2 . As a consequence, signal strength
must be traded for maximal common mode noise suppression. This can be improved by deliberately increasing the
imbalance between the two B± -components, which shifts
the optimal point closer to the resonance peaks.
Figure 6 b) shows experimental variances ⟨(∆σz )2 ⟩
for an equal superposition of clock states across the
resonance for different experimental conditions. Away
from resonance, noise increases due to diminishing signal strength at constant detection noise (electronic and
photon shot noise). For a small amount of deliberately
introduced noise in the static field amplitude, the resulting variance peaks near maximum signal strength and
follows the expected behaviour. Generally, we achieve
best performance near the point of stationary signal ratio closest to signal maximum. In our unshielded experiment, disabling synchronization with a 50 Hz line signal
increases noise, which we attribute mainly to state preparation noise in the fluctuating environment as this noise
contribution remains fairly constant across the scan.
Measurement results of relative population difference
σz for driven Rabi cycles are shown in Fig. 7. We observe

FIG. 8. Scaling of detection noise with probe power. The linear dependence confirms shot noise limited performance for
both probe lasers. Electronic noise is negligible in the typical
operating range of a few hundred microwatts probe power.
The shot noise scaling can be used to calibrate the electronic
̵ L U /∆P , relating output voltage U to
gain gel = U /Sz = 2hω
photon flux or light power difference ∆P incident on the two
detectors. For pure shot noise from the input light field of
power P and known quantum efficiency of the detector η < 1
(electrons
gain can be measured as
√ per photon), the electronic
̵ L ζ ⟨SU U ⟩ /P ≈ 1.3 × 10−13 V/Hz, assuming quangel = 2 η hω
tum efficieny η = 0.86 and an estimated noise power correction
factor ζ ≈ 0.5 due to aliasing.

high contrast fringes of Rabi frequency ΩRF = 5.5 kHz,
which we model including a small exponential decay accounting for in-homogeneous microwave coupling across
the atomic cloud. The residuals typically show noise
variances on the order of 10−6 to 10−5 varying across
individual Rabi cycles. The noise is usually somewhat
larger in the vicinity of zero crossings and increases with
the number of cycles, indicating a contribution of statepreparation noise that scales with duration and power of
the microwave driving.

C.

Noise analysis

Analysis of different noise contributions to our measurements and distinction between technical and quantum noise can be based on parameter scaling.
Our balanced detector pair (Thorlabs PDB210A) is
photon shot noise limited, confirmed by the linear dependence of noise power spectral density SUU of the RF
signal on light power in absence of atoms, see Fig. 8. The
detection electronics, including amplification and analogto-digital conversion, introduce a small amount of electronic noise that is negligible for the used light powers
of typically a few hundred microwatts. In principle, the
shot noise scaling allows for the determination of electronic gain gel and thus linking the output amplitude to
observed atom number nF , according to Eq. 24. In practice, separate calibration is required due to inhomogeneous atomic densities and Gaussian beam profiles. The
measurements presented here also suffer from the lack of
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FIG. 9. Analysis of technical noise for (anti-)symmetric superpositions of the two clock states. a) State preparation noise is
identified by driving the clock transition with odd multiples of
π/2 pulse areas and quantifying the quadratic scaling of variance for 100 measurements. For a π/2-pulse,
we estimate an
√
uncertainty contribution of ∆σz = 2.4 × 10−7 ⋅ π/2 ≈ 0.08%.
b) Experimental data for variance of atom number difference
show quadratic scaling with total atom number n for two
experimental conditions. Signals were measured at constant
magnetic field, fulfilling the RF resonance condition only for
atoms with F = 2 (black squares). A small magnetic field shift
introduced between the two probe pulses allows for resonant
measurements on both states and reduces technical noise introduced by field fluctuations (blue circles). The model fits
(solid lines) separate photon shot noise equivalent (dotted)
and technical noise. Dashed lines indicate the estimated level
of state preparation noise above photon shot noise.

a dedicated anti-aliasing filter, which leads to increased
noise in the observed RF frequency band due to aliasing
of photon shot noise.
Further noise stems from fluctuations in signal
strength, caused by magnetic field fluctuations, as well as
varying laser detunings, beam steering and imperfect correction of light power fluctuations. Additional technical
noise stems from the microwave driving and thus preparation of the atomic state, and ultimately atomic shot
noise. For further analysis, we generated (anti-)symmetric superpositions of the two clock states, i.e., ⟨σ̂z ⟩ = 0
and measured the variance of relative population difference for different atom numbers and microwave durations, see Fig. 9. The scaling with atom number shows
that measurements at low atom number are limited by
photon shot noise while measurements at high atom number (n ≈ 108 ) are dominated by technical noise contributions on the order of ⟨(∆σz )2 ⟩ = 10−6 − 10−5 , depending
on the precise setting of static magnetic field strength.
Our photon shot
√ noise equivalent atom number resolution is ∆n ≈ 1.5 × 1010 ≈ 1.2 × 105 , i.e., ≈ 22dB above
atomic shot noise for n = 108 atoms. The scaling with

FIG. 10. Dependence of 2ω-signal phases 2ϕ1,2 on half-wave
plate angle in the parallel setting (corresponding to ϕ/2). a)
Experimental data are shown together with linear fits with
slopes ±(3.99 ± 0.01) deg/deg, matching the expected value of
±4. b) The strong anti-correlation of residuals shows that the
dominant uncertainty stems from the wave-plate setting.

microwave duration shows a small contribution of state
preparation noise.

D.

State-to-quadrature mapping

We attribute a significant amount of technical noise in
our measurements to the use of two independent probe
beams, which do not probe the exact same volume. As a
consequence, fluctuations in the position and shape of the
atomic ensemble will translate into independent signal
fluctuations. In addition, the lasers exhibit independent
frequency and power fluctuations. While power fluctuations are co-measured and compensated for, small imperfections like non-linearity and electronic noise in the
detection system will degrade the performance. It is in
principle possible to use a two-colour beam from a single
laser, or phase and amplitude locked beams. Simultaneous detection of both states will then achieve suppression
of common mode noise. To distinguish the two signals,
use can be made of the fact that the RF phase of the detected signal is adjustable and state-dependent, as represented by the sign of the phase ϕ in Eq. 25-27.
The phase ϕ describes the orientation of the RF field
with respect to the coordinate axes. In the parallel setting, a rotation of the RF field is fully equivalent to a
rotation of light polarization. We confirmed this by populating only one hyperfine manifold at a time and measuring the RF phase of the 2ω-signal for various angles of
a half-wave plate that we use to co-rotate the linear input polarization of our light fields. The results presented
in Figure 10 exhibit the expected behaviour. The choice
of angle therefore allows for direct subtraction of signals
at the photodetector for ∆(2ϕ) = π as well as mapping
of the two signals onto orthogonal rf quadratures, called
IQ-modulation, for ∆(2ϕ) = ±π/2. The latter situation is
demonstrated in Fig. 11, which shows experimental data
of the two signals for a superposition of clock states.
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FIG. 11. Demonstration of state-to-quadrature mapping.
Two probe pulses of different duration are sent through the
atomic cloud with temporal overlap. a) The IQ-modulated
RF signal from the atomic response (oscillating black curve)
is shown together with total the light power P1 +P2 (upper red
curve). The light pulse edges have been shaped to suppress excitation of Larmor precession in the effective field, which can
occur at higher laser powers. b) The RF response is demodulated with 10 kHz bandwidth centred at 2ω = 360 kHz and
separated into two orthogonal quadratures IU (t) and QU (t).
The light polarization was adjusted to obtain out-of-phase responses from atoms in F = 1 (thick blue line) and F = 2 (thin
red line), i.e., by choosing ϕ2 − ϕ1 ≈ π/2.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We analysed and demonstrated dispersive detection of
alkali atoms in radio-frequency dressed states. An experimentally simple polarimetric setup allows for low-noise
measurements of atom numbers due to modulation of
the atomic response at radio-frequencies. Linear birefringence measurements of driven Rabi-cycles between
atomic clock states show technical noise on the cyclephase on the order of 2 mrad. Future improvements may
include the use of simultaneous probing of both states
with two frequencies generated by a single, modulated
laser. The ability to perform state to RF-quadrature
mapping makes it possible to measure differential state
population directly and potentially generate spin squeezing in the regime of strong light-matter coupling at sufficient optical density. The method can be used in various
internal state atom interferometry experiments and may
be extended to other dressed state schemes.
The datasets generated for this paper are accessible
at [45] (Nottingham Research Data Management Repository).
V.
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Appendix A: Dispersive measurement operators

We consider a quasi one-dimensional situation with
cross section A, light propagating along ez , and adopt
a continuous medium, real space description of atomic
and electromagnetic field operators as described in [35].
The electric field of a narrow-band light field of frequency
ωL is described by Heisenberg operators for orthogonal polarizations j as Ê = ∑j (Êj + Êj† ), with Êj (z, t) =
√
̵ L /2ǫ0 A scales
gej √1 ∫ âk,j ei(kz−ωL t) dk, where g = hω
2π

the field strength per photon, and ej are unit polarization
vectors. This can be written as
Êj (z, t) = g[âj (z, t)ej + â†j (z, t)e∗j ].

(A1)

Here, the creation and annihilation operators are defined as density amplitudes in position space, obeying
[âi , â†j ] = δi,j δz (z) for orthogonal polarizations i, j, such
that câ†j âj describes photon flux. Different light polarizations are conveniently described by introducing Stokes
vector components that measure photon flux differences
⎛ â†x âx − â†y ây
⎞
c
⎟ = ⎜ â† â⤡ − â† â⤢
⎟ 2⎜ ⤡
⤢
⎝ â†+ â+ − â†− â−
⎠

†
†
⎞
⎛ â+ â− + â− â+
c
†
⎟ = ⎜ iâ− â+ − iâ†+ â−
⎟ 2⎜
⎠
⎝ â†+ â+ − â†− â−

⎞
⎟,
⎟
⎠
(A2)
√
√
where â+,− = (âx ∓ iây )/ 2, â⤡,⤢ = (±âx + ây )/ 2,
and âx,y describe circular σ ± , linear ±45°, and horizontal/vertical polarizations, respectively. The Stokes vector components obey commutation rules of angular momentum, i.e., [Ŝx (t), Ŝy (t′ )] = iδ(t − t′ )Ŝz (t) and cyclic
permutations [36]. In addition, we can measure the total
photon flux of a beam of power P as 2Ŝ0 = c(â†i âi +â†j âj ) =
̵ L using any orthogonal pair ei,j .
P̂ /hω
We are particularly interested in describing lightmatter interaction in the off-resonant regime where absorption of the fields can be neglected. Here, the interaction reduces to spin and polarization dependent dispersion, governed by the frequency dependent polarizability
tensor α̂ of the medium. The interaction energy can
be expressed as a second-order perturbation with statedependent dipole density d̂, i.e., as a light-shift of the
atomic ground states. The effective Hamiltonian can be
stated as
⎛ Ŝx
⎜ Ŝy
⎜
⎝ Ŝz

Ĥeff = − ∫ (Ê † α̂Ê)Adz = ∑ ∫
n

Eˆ† Π̂g d̂n d̂†n Π̂g Ê
Adz,
̵ n
h∆
(A3)

which sums contributions from transitions to excited
states with resonant frequencies ωn and corresponding
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detunings ∆n = ωL −ωn . The projector Π̂g reduces the description of atomic dynamics to the relevant ground state
manifold. For alkali atoms in their electronic ground
state, the atomic dipole moment depends on the individual spin F̂i , which we describe by a continuous operator function f̂ (z) for dimensionless spin per atom.
The collective spin of N atoms distributed over any finite length l with density ρ(z) is expressed as ∑N
i=1 F̂i =
̵
∫l ρ(z)f̂(z)hAdz.
Using this description, the effective interaction Hamiltonian for an atomic (sub)ensemble in one of the electronic ground-state hyperfine manifolds (L = 0, J = 21 ) of
certain F , can be expressed with irreducible tensor components. Following [35, 37–39] with some corrections,
we use the expression
L
g2
(0)
(1)
(A4)
Π̂F {2αF Ŝ0 + 2αF Ŝz fˆz
∫
c 0
(2)
+αF [2Ŝ0 (fˆz2 − fˆ2 /3) + Ŝ+ fˆ−2 + Ŝ− fˆ+2 ]} Π̂F ρAdz,

Ĥeff =

where fˆ± = fˆx ± ifˆy and Ŝ± = Ŝx ± iŜy . This approxi(k)
mate Hamiltonian depends on the strengths αF of the
scalar, vector and tensor components of the polarizability, k = 0, 1, 2, respectively. Considering only off-resonant
driving of atoms to excited levels with electronic angular momentum J ′ , each component can have up to three
contributions from transitions F → F ′ = F, F ± 1, given
by
F −1
F +1
αF =AF
+ AF
F + AF
(0)

F −1
AF

(1) 3
αF = [−
2
F

−

AF
F

F (F + 1)

+

F +1
AF

F +1

(A5)
]

F −1
F +1
AF
AF
AF
(2) 3
F
αF = [
−
+
].
2 F (2F − 1) F (F + 1) (F + 1)(2F + 3)
′
AF
F

The three contributions
for transitions from F to
F ′ are given by the respective detunings together with
reduced dipole moments (which, by isotropy convention,
sum up three orthogonal polarizations):
1 ∣⟨J, F ∣∣er∣∣J , F ⟩∣
AF
F = ⋅
̵ F,F ′
h∆
3
′

′

3

=

derivative, and using [â(z, t), â† (z ′ , t′ )] = δ(z −z ′), results
in the following propagation equations for the Stokes parameters:
∂ Ŝx 2g 2 ρA
(2)
(1)
2
2
− fˆ↖
)] ,
(A7)
[−αF Ŝy fˆz + αF Ŝz (fˆ↗
= ̵
hc
∂z
∂ Ŝy 2g 2 ρA
(2)
(1)
(A8)
[+αF Ŝx fˆz − αF Ŝz (fˆx2 − fˆy2 )] ,
= ̵
hc
∂z
∂ Ŝz 2g 2 ρA (2)
2
2
αF [+Ŝy (fˆx2 − fˆy2 ) − Ŝx (fˆ↗
− fˆ↖
)] , (A9)
= ̵
hc
∂z
√
where we used 45° rotated operators fˆ↗,↖ = (±fˆx +fˆy )/ 2
for better clarity. The first two equations, as well as the
two terms in the last expression, are each unitary equivalent under a 45° rotation about the z-axis. Terms containing Ŝ0 in the Hamiltonian, see Eq. (A4), cause global
phase shifts but do not change polarization. It can be
seen that the set of equations describes rotations of the
Stokes vector and that the rank-1 and rank-2 components
of the polarizability are linked to circular and linear birefringence, respectively. Linear polarizations Ŝx,y experience Faraday rotation about the z-axis, proportional to
(1)
αF,J ′ and longitudinal spin components fˆz , i.e., atomic
orientation along z. Similarly, circular polarization Ŝz
(2)
couples to Ŝx,y , proportional to αF and the alignment
of transversal spin.
For the case of small optical phase shifts (≪ 1 rad), the
induced rotations of the Stokes vector along the atomic
ensemble will be small. If we also neglect backaction
of light onto the atomic spin on the time scale of light
traversion through the sample, we can approximate the
right-hand sides of the propagation equations to be constant. As a result, the interaction with the atomic ensemble can be described using symmetric collective operators
defined as
̵ 2 Adz = ∑(F̂ 2 − F̂ 2 )
X̂x = ∫ ρ(fˆx2 − fˆy2 )h
x,i
y,i

(A10)

i

2
2 ̵2
2
2
X̂y = ∫ ρ(fˆ↗
− fˆ↖
)h Adz = ∑(F̂↗,i
− F̂↖,i
)

̵
= ∑ F̂z,i ,
T̂z = ∫ ρfˆz hAdz

(A11)

i

(A12)

i

′ 2

2

πǫ0 c ΓJ ′
J J 1
} .
(2J ′ + 1)(2F ′ + 1) { ′
3
F
F I
′
∆F,F ωJ ′
′

(A6)

Here, we used a Wigner 6-j symbol and introduced decay
rate ΓJ ′ and frequency ωJ ′ of spontaneous emission from
′
the excited J ′ levels [34]. We assume AF
F = 0 for nonexisting transitions with undefined 6-j symbol, and for
the mathematically indeterminate case where F = 0 in
(1,2)
the denominator, the higher order terms are αF
= 0.
The effective Hamiltonian leads to Heisenberg equations for the Stokes vector Ŝ, given by (∂t + c∂z )Ŝ(z, t) =
̵ Neglecting retardation of light as it
[Ŝ(z, t), Ĥeff ]/ih.
propagates across short samples, i.e., ignoring the time

with corresponding definitions for individual atomic operators F̂j,i [40]. With these definitions and approximations, the Stokes operators describing a probe beam after
interaction with the atomic ensemble result from the integration of propagation equations as
Ŝx′ = Ŝx − gF Ŝy T̂z + gF Ŝz X̂y
(1)

Ŝy′

=

Ŝz′

=

(2)

(2)
(1)
Ŝy + gF Ŝx T̂z − gF Ŝz X̂x
(2)
Ŝz + gF [Ŝy X̂x − Ŝx X̂y ] ,

(A13)
(A14)
(A15)

(k)
(k) ̵ k+1
with coupling constants gF = 2g 2 αF /ch
. The first
terms in these equations are the Stokes operators for the
input light and are responsible for photon shot noise in
any polarimeter detection process.
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For simplicity, we only consider strong classical probe
light that is linearly polarized along the 45°-axes when it
enters the atomic ensemble, i.e., Ŝx,z ≈ 0 and Ŝy ≈ Sy .
In this case, Eqs. (A7) and (A9) and corresponding
Eqs. (A13) and (A15) reduce to describing circular and
linear birefringence independently. The resulting Faraday rotation and resulting ellipticity reduce to

i.e., including both sides of the symmetric RF spectrum,
are then given by
1
m̂F = √ ∫ u∗ [(s + gel Ŝz )
2

(B1)

+ gel gF Sy ∑ Π̂F,i F̂Ti Q± F̂i Π̂F,i ] dt + h.c.
(2)

i

Ŝx′ = Ŝx − gF Sy T̂z
(1)

Ŝz′ = Ŝz + gF Sy X̂x ,
(2)

(A16)

with signal strengths proportional to photon flux Sy . The
link between these measurement operators and operators
for the collective pseudo-spin formed from a two-level
subspace is discussed in Appendix B.
Appendix B: Quantum mechanical interaction
strength

We rewrite the sum by defining number-like operators
n̂F
l,m = ∑i ∣F, l⟩i ⟨F, m∣i , and introduce the RF cycle integrated, atomic operator
2π/ω
ω
e2i(ωt+ϕ) F̂T Q± F̂dt + h.c.
Q̂F F = √ ∫
0
2 2π

(B2)

to make the approximation
m̂F ≈ ∫

u∗ + u
√ (s + gel Ŝz ) dt
2

(B3)

+ gel gF ∫ ũSy dt ∑ ⟨F, l∣ Q̂F F ∣F, m⟩ n̂F
l,m ,
(2)

In the following, we discuss our measurement scheme
in the context of quantum noise and collective interaction
strength between light and atoms, with the caveat that
we assume the atomic state to be constant during the
detection. Quantum mechanical back-action, dynamical
phase evolution, as well as redistribution of population
due to spontaneous emission into random directions are
not included in our theoretical description. The effects
on signal noise resulting from back-action and dynamical phase evolution are essentially caused by alternating measurement of non-commuting operators. In principle, they can be circumvented with stroboscopic measurements [41, 42] or combined measurements on oppositely oriented ensembles [43]. Redistribution of population generally leads to signal loss, but redistribution
within or into the probed manifold will also generate additional signal noise.
It is useful to introduce canonical operators for the
involved modes of light and atoms. The collective, twolevel pseudo-spin is defined by Jˆj = 12 ∑i σ̂j , which sums
individual Pauli operators. For large atom number n and
near-symmetric superpositions of the two states, we can
1/2
define canonical, atomic operators x̂, p̂ = Jˆy,z / ⟨Jˆx ⟩
=
√1 ∑i σ̂y,z . These quadratures obey [x̂, p̂] ≈ i. The
2n
variance ⟨(∆p̂)2 ⟩ = 12 describes the atomic shot noise of
√
level populations n̂1,2 , for which we can express 2np̂ =
∑i σ̂z = n̂2 − n̂1 and thus ⟨(∆(n̂2 − n̂1 ))2 ⟩ = n. Similarly,

we define operators for light as ŷ, q̂ = Ŝz,x / ⟨Ŝy ⟩ , which
obey [ŷ(t), q̂(t′ )] ≈ iδ(t − t′ ) and correspond to quadratures of the mode that is orthogonally polarized to the
classical input beam.
Based on the analysis described above, we can formulate measurement operators for the detected mode
amplitudes. Separate interaction with hyperfine levels is accounted for using atomic projection operators
Π̂F = ∑m ∣F, m⟩ ⟨F, m∣ in some basis. Including electronic
noise s(t) in the polarimeter signal, the real observables,
1/2

l,m

This approximation makes use of the periodicity Q± (t) =
Q± (t + 2π/ω) and is valid for slowly varying envelopes,
assuming ω >> γ, T −1 , which allows for piecewise integration over RF cycles with approximately constant envelope.
We can scale the expression for our mode amplitudes
to canonical operators
n̂F
l,m
p̂F
l,m = √ ,
n

Ŝz
1
ŷu = √ ∫ (u∗ + u) √ dt.
2
Sy

(B4)

For simplicity, we assume square laser pulses, i.e., constant photon flux Sy over the support of the mode functions. This allows us to introduce detection gain gdet and
interaction strength κF as
√
gdet = gel Sy ,

̵ 2g
κF = h
F

(2)

√
nSy ∫ ũdt.

(B5)

Using the coupling coefficients

̵2
cF
l,m = ⟨F, l∣ Q̂F F ∣F, m⟩ /h ,

(B6)

the resulting mode amplitude can be expressed as
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
F
F ⎥
m̂F = su + gdet ⎢
c
p̂
ŷ
+
κ
F ∑ l,m l,m ⎥ ,
⎢ u
⎢
⎥
l,m
⎣
⎦

(B7)

where the contribution
√ from electronic noise is given by
su = ∫ (u∗ + u)sdt/ 2.
For atomic population in only one sublevel ∣F, m⟩, the
relevant quadrature operator will be p̂F = p̂F
m,m , with
√
corresponding coefficient cF = cF
=
ξ
(m)h
F
2 (θ)/ 2.
m,m
The expectation value of the measurement is then given
by
⟨m̂F ⟩ = gdet (⟨ŷu ⟩ + κF cF ⟨p̂F ⟩) .

(B8)
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Using the atomic operator variance
2
̵ 4 , (B9)
σF2 = [⟨F, m∣ Q̂2F F ∣F, m⟩ − ⟨F, m∣ Q̂F F ∣F, m⟩ ] /h

and neglecting technical noise in detection gain or coupling strength, the variance of the measured mode amplitude becomes
el
2
⟨(∆m̂F )2 ⟩ = SUU
+ gdet
[ ⟨(∆ŷu )2 ⟩

(B10)

⟨p̂F ⟩
+κ2F ( √ σF2 + c2F ⟨(∆p̂F )2 ⟩)] ,
n

el
where we introduced the power spectral density SUU
=
2
⟨(∆su ) ⟩ of electronic noise in the detected voltage U (t)
and made use of the fact that the operator Q̂F F does not
change the hyperfine level.
Atomic quantum noise will become relevant in the
regime of strong interaction (κF ⋅ O(F 2 ) ⪆ 1). For a
coherent input state, the light noise is ⟨(∆ŷu )2 ⟩ = 12 .
For a symmetric superposition of one state in each hyperfine manifold, i.e., a coherent spin state, the anticorrelated atomic
operators each have expectation val√
ues ⟨p̂F ⟩ = n/2 and variances ⟨(∆p̂F )2 ⟩ = 41 . Considering different coupling strengths and detection gains,
appropriate weighting of the two mode amplitudes m̂1,2
will lead to some effective coupling strength
κ̃c̃ and al√
low for measurements of p̂ = (p̂2 − p̂1 )/ 2 with variance
⟨(∆p̂)2 ⟩ = 12 . We have to note, however, that the clock
states ∣1, 0⟩ and ∣2, 0⟩ used here are generally not eigenstates of Q̂F F , which leads to additional atomic noise
contributions according to Eq. B10. In the parallel setting under the resonance condition
θ = π/2, the atomic
√
2
2
operator is Q̂F F = (F̂y − F̂z )/ 2, providing a true QND
√
measurement of its eigenstate ∣1, 0⟩ with c1 = 1/ 2 and
√
σ12 = 0. Resonant measurement of ∣2, 0⟩ leads to c2 = 3/ 2
and σ22 = 3/2. For general states ∣F, Fz = 0⟩ of bosonic
atoms, the additional noise can be calculated from the
variance

atom number. This analysis together with consideration
of back-action, dynamical phase evolution, spontaneous
emission, and breakdown of other approximations made
throughout the above derivations is beyond the scope of
this paper.
From our measurement data we infer operation in the
weak coupling regime for the given optical depth. From
the ratio (κ̃c̃)2 ≈ n/(ζ ⋅ 1.5 × 1010 ) of assumed atomic shot
noise to (aliasing corrected, ζ ≈ 0.5) photon shot noise
equivalent, neglecting electronic noise as well as detector
inefficiency, we estimate an effective interaction strength
on the order of κ̃c̃ ≳ 0.14 for the measurement of p̂ for
an experimentally somewhat uncertain atom number n ≈
1.5 × 108 , which we can compare to the prediction. For
long pulses, the interaction is limited by atomic decay.
The maximal effective interaction time resulting from an
infinite exponential
√mode function given in Eq. 28 using
T = ∞, is ∫ ũdt = 2/γ. Still assuming constant atomic
signal, we can express an upper bound to the coupling
strength as
√
(2)
αF
λ2
λ nP
κF =
ũdt
ΓJ ′
αJ ′
4πA hc 2 ∫
√
λ n
λ2
√
.
≤ χ ⋅ ΓJ ′
4π hc A

(B12)
(B13)

The resulting noise in the combined measurement will
depend on the chosen coupling strengths, detection gains
and corresponding signal weighting. In principle, a weak
measurement of n̂2 is sufficient to gain information on
the total atom number n when combined with a strong
measurement of n̂1 . Therefore, the optimal measurement strategy and achievable degree of measurement induced spin squeezing depends on the uncertainty of total

This defines the detuning dependent figure of merit χ =
(2)
(αF /αJ ′ )2 P /Aγ shown in Fig. 2 c), which determines
the maximal signal-to-noise power ratio at fixed optical
depth.
For our Gaussian atomic density distribution with
standard deviation σ0 ≳ 1.2 mm and mode matched
probe beams, the effective interaction area is A = 4πσ02 ≳
18 mm2 [44]. With probe detunings and observed, power
dependent decay rates for F = 1 (∆1,1 ≈ 240 MHz,
γ ≈ 900 s−1 at P = 540 µW ) and F = 2 (∆2,1 ≈ 400 MHz,
γ ≈ 350 s−1 at P = 120 µW ), we predict maximal coupling
strengths of κ1 c1 ≲ 0.21 and κ2 c2 ≲ 0.35 for n = 1.5 × 108
atoms, using long pulses and complete decay. Here, we
use shorter pulses, with only 1 ms for the measurement
of p̂2 . This minimizes expansion of the falling cloud as
well as an error on the subsequent measurement of p̂1 due
to the increase of population in F = 1 from spontaneous
emission. The short pulse duration reduces the theoretical coupling strength to κ2 c2 ≲ 0.14. The estimated
effective strength compares well with the predicted values. Further increase of coupling strength and entering
the strong coupling regime, especially for QND measurements with minimal atomic loss, requires an increase of
optical depth.
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